INNOVATION
IMPACT AND

BUSINESS

Pathways to Impact in UKRI
grant applications
All applicants for grants from the UK Research Councils
are required to write an impact summary and a
‘Pathways to Impact’ document as part of their bid.
The impact summary is very brief (4,000 characters)
and should answer the questions, who will benefit from
this research? And, how will they benefit from this
research?
The Pathways to Impact should set out what you plan
to do to enable and optimise that benefit and should, in
the words of one Research Council: "Be viewed as an
opportunity for researchers to consider thoroughly
what you will do and how you will act to enable your
research to connect with others and make a
difference."
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Top tips
1. Be clear and be specific - include what
you plan to do and how you plan to do
it

Innovation, Impact and
Business support
We can support by:

2. Be realistic and ensure you can deliver
on what you promise

1. Identifying relevant activities and external
engagement opportunities to enhance the
impact of the proposed research

3. Provide new information – do not
simply repeat what is in the Impact
Summary within the Pathways
document

2. Gathering key information and data
regarding the existing facilities and
support for impact activities to
supplement the Pathway to Impact

4. Think beyond the academic
community - your academic
dissemination strategy is a separate
section

3. Pre-planning of how to monitor and
evidence the wider social and economic
impact of the research for future
applications and impact case studies

5. Factor the costs of impact activities
into your budget and ask for funding to
carry out your Pathways to Impact
strategy

4. Developing Pathways to Impact for large
funding bids
5. Pre-submission reviews and feedback on
your draft Pathway to Impact

See the Research Toolkit for more
information: www.exeter.ac.uk/
researchtoolkit/impact/planning
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Contact your IIB Business partner: www.exeter.ac.uk/iib/contacts/teamsthemesandstructure
College of Engineering Maths and Physical Sciences: Rebecca Adams, r.adams@exeter.ac.uk
College of Medicine and Health: Adrian Hill, a.j.hill@exeter.ac.uk
College of Humanities: Brigid Howarth, b.b.howarth@exeter.ac.uk
College of Life and Environmental Sciences: Beccy Mitchell, r.mitchell2@exeter.ac.uk
College of Social Sciences and International Studies: Bridget Sealey, b.sealey@exeter.ac.uk
Business School: Michelle Spillar, m.spillar@exeter.ac.uk

Drive Impact - Connect Partners - Create Opportunities - Generate Value

www.exeter.ac.uk/iib

